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This Week...
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"Charlie's Angels" remake is
an angelic success, p
14
Good films are not necessar
ily great movies, and great
movies are not always good
films. Sometimes a movie can
be entertaining, exciting and
amusing,yet fall short of the
artistic vision that is the hall
mark of a good film. "Charlie's
Angels" is such a movie.
2000 season basketball pre
view.
see centerfold
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Etc...provides students with various necessities
Pacific's new store set to stock student supplies

Legal pressures create a no-win
situation for Napster.
p.7
Just when we all thought
that the whole Napster busi
ness was through, more news
keeps popping up every
where. Recently, entertain
ment giant Bertelsmann AG
and Napster Inc. signed a deal
that would allow the Red
wood City-based file-swap
ping service to begin charging
for service.

H

Scattered Showers
^
Hi: 61 Low: 41

JOSH PARRISH

Staff Writer

Etc..., the newest store to
open at UOP, is setting out to
supply to the students and fac
ulty what Tiger Grocery and
the UOP bookstore don't nor
mally have available. Margi
Hickinbotcham, supervisor of
etc..., said, "For those who are
not able and don't want to go
off-campus, etc... is there to fill
in that gap." Hickinbotcham
also said, "We are setting out to
make it a nice place to go in
and get a variety of things that
you can't get on-campus." The
store will be open Monday Friday from 10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
The reason they stay open an
extra hour is especially for the
faculty and staff who*might
want to drop off or pick up
their laundry or other items on
the way home. They want to
stress that this is not just a stu
dent store: they also want to be
available to faculty and staff.
An earlier version of the
store used to be located in the

Employee Jacob Horn works at the counter of the etc...store, a new student hit on campus.
Annex but now that that build
ing is no longer being used,
they have found a new location
to set up shop. That new loca
tion is on the first floor of the
McCaffrey Center inside the

McCaffrey Lounge. Currently,
what is now etc... is still in a
transitional phase.
Now that they have become
situated in this new locale, a
group of ASUOP leaders have

been brainstorming about
what they can add to make this
store have something for
everybody and meet the needs
of the UOP community. Now if
See etc., page 2

Communication majors are in for a change
ANGELA SCHENONE

Staff Writer

Weekend

WEATHER
Friday
Scattered showers with a
high of 60 and a low of 39
Saturday
Scattered showers with a
high of 59 and a low of 38
Sunday
Scattered showers with a
high of 62 and a low of 38

Nothing is official yet, but it
looks like the Communication
majors here at Pacific are go
ing to walk a little farther to
get to their department next
year.
It has been reported that
the Communication Depart
ment is leaving the second
floor of Hand Hall to reside in
the Psychology Building. Both
the Communication and Psy
chology departments will
share one building over on
South Campus.
Dr. Alan Ray, former Com
munication Department Chair
had this to say about the pos
sible move for the Communi
cation Department over to
South campus; "The move
would be quite an adjustment
for the students. For years, it
has been centrally located [in
Hand Hall]. It would also be

sible Communication depart
quite a walk."
With the Communication ment's move to Hand Hall,
Department moving out, Dr. Dong, the current Com
what will happen to Hand munication Department Chair
Hall? No one knows for sure stated simply; "Everything is
under negotiation and I
as of yet.
would
The Com
rather not
puter Sci
comment
ence depart "We would be isolated
this
ment, the over on South Campus. at
time."
Financial
We would be away from Since
Aid Office
and
The the students more which plans are
Pacifican
I Wouldn't like. It COUld be under neare also oc
worse, they could put us ^°^ons'
cupying
in the health center." thing is up
Hand Hall.
Many
— Dr. Alan Rayin the air
years ago,
Communication
Hand Hall
Professor municawas a dor
tion de
mitory. It is i
partment
a possibility
that all of the departments might move and share the
will move out and it will be Psychology Department, or it
renovated back into a resi might not.
dence hall.
When asked, some students
When asked about the pos- were not responsive to the

move. One student, who
wishes to not reveal her name
but is a junior and a Commu
nication major stated; "Why
don't they just leave every
thing the way it is? Nothing
needs to be changed or
moved. I certainly don't want
to walk all the way across
campus to go see my advisor."
It is hard to tell if the move
would be advantageous or
not because no one cares to
state on the record what the
possible plans are.
"We would be isolated over
on South Campus. We would
be away from the students
more which I wouldn't like,"
Ray said. He continued to say
about the move to the Psy
chology building; "It could be
worse, they could put us in
the health center."
Everyone will just have to
wait and see what the final
word is, and hopefully, it will
benefit all involved.
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CHRIS HOFFMAN
Staff Writer

The directory will come to
students in a similar fashion
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"We are hoping for
a lot of student
feedback for future
editions."
— Rigel Painter
ASUOP Campus
Affairs
Commissioner
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The problems earlier this
year included revised administrative numbers not being
released until October and
collecting all the necessary pa
perwork from various hous
ing offices.
Unfortunately, not allnum
bers will be published in this
year s student directory.
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United way campaign at UOP
To the University Communi-

that we will continue our incen
tive program this year withover
$500 in prizes.
Anita Bautista, Director of
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campaign this year. She is new
goals thatIam confident we can
to serve as Pacific's chair but
has been involved with the achieve. We are off to a promis
ing start as our campaign has al
United Way for several years.
ready received 12 leadership
You will soon hear from Kelli
gifts totaling $9,500. This is 23
and members of the volunteer
percent of our total dollar
team.Iam pleased to announce
amount of $40,000 already corn-

Continued from page 1
you were to walk inside you
would immediately notice a
Greek theme, because one of
the products they specialize in
is supplying the Greek com
munity with clothing and let
tering. The balloons and bou
quets that were available at
their old location are still sold,
but the list does not stop there They also have free brochures
full of travel information about
many Northern California hot
spots.
Perhaps the most exciting
addition currently available to
the
student is
the laundry
laundrv
— UOP
T
IS me

mitted even before the official
start of our campaign!
It is important to remember

succ^tt

do or dress shirt stuffed into
the back of your closet for those
special occasions willno longer
stress over what to do about
//

For those who are
not able and don't
want to go off cam
pus, etc...is there to
fill in that gap."
Margi
Hickinbotcham,
Supervisor of etc...

By working together we can
demonstrate "The Power of Pa
cific".
Sincerely,
Donald V. DeRosa
President
and P^k it up,
fc"eXtday
folded and ready to go.
What you can currently find
at etc ,s far from the endless
possibilities they will be offermg in the future. Some very
possible additions to the store
ar: ^P's Cookie Creations,
t
en a camping equipment, a
rental PA. and tents for oncampus events.

. GregLehr, ASUOP advisor
is planning an official grand
opening for the store around
the third week in January. So
until then, know that the store
is here but will constantly be
J
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•_

ries and wrinkles at
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Oct. 25-31
Prepared by Jerry L. Houston
Thefts
Where
Burns Tower
Lot #6 (by levee)
Lot #8 (Pharmacy)
Elbert Covell Dining Hall
Grace Covell Hall
Lot #6 (near levee)
Burglary
Where
Oct #27 (Stadium Drive)
Vandalism
Where
Grace Covell Hall
Wemyss House
Lot 6 (by levee)

When
Oct. 24
Oct. 25
Oct. 26
Oct. 26
Oct. 27
Oct. 31

Bicycle
Vehicle stolen
Parking permit
Purses and contents
Telephone battery and f Parking permit

When
Oct. 28 Phone card, film, telephc battery, computer parts
When What
Oct. 25 Holes in wall and graffiti
Oct. 25 Broken window
Oct. 26
JP Door lock broken on par*vehicle
Oct. 27 New lawn damaged
Oct. 29 Graffiti

Knoles Hall
Stagg Stadium ticket
booths
Miscellaneous

Where
Grace Covell Hall
Khoury & Anderson Halls
Mendocino Dr. in front of
Grace Covell Hall
Pacific House
Farley House

When
Oct. 26
Oct. 28
Oct. 28
Oct. 28

What
Intoxication & drugs
Weapons a violation
Mutual battery
Marijuana odor from dorm
room
Oct. 28 Tampering with fire alarm
Oct. 29 Arson fire in dumpster

Did you know?
OdmgtMj period of time. Public Safety officers provide
pmvid7pefjTPatr0i f°""d

terviewed i1

Mam

•im,sted 22 stranded motorists and in
Wou have >'»y muirie
are encom•°I mformatlon provided in this report, yaii
are encouraged to contact lerrv I. HNOSTNH A
'
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Faculty Forum

Professor of broadcast has many diverse talents

favorite fishing spot to relax and
focus on having a good time,"
ADAM VELASCO
Ray said.
Guest Writers
After finishing high school,
Communication professor, Ray attended college at Mem
Dr. Alan Ray, is loved by all stu phis State University. He ma
dents and faculty for his intrigu jored in radio, television and
ing teaching skills and his laid film. He went to Memphis State
back attitude towards life. But because it was "close to home."
Ray attended University of
how well do we know Dr. Ray?
Ray grew up in Chattanooga, Missouri to complete his gradu
Tenn. It was then that he ate studies. There he first met his
dreamed of doing stand-up mentor in life, speech teacher,
comedy when he grew older, as Dr. Sloan. Sloan was his mentor
well as being a filmmaker and a because of all the energy he had,
his enjoyment of life and peo
radio disc jockey.
Ray went to Overton High ple, and his positive attitude to
School in Memphis. There he ward the people that he inter
was vice president of his stu acted with. It was from the
dent council. He also participat university that Ray received his
ed in many fund-raisers and Master's degree in broadcast.
From there he went to teach
events to try to better his school
at Auburn University for two
and show his support.
He also loved to fish. "Fish years and to a community col
ing is one of the things in my life lege in St. Louis for five years.
that keeps me sane. There's There he taught broadcast.
nothing like heading out to my Throughout Ray's career, he
MICHELLE-ELIZABETH VALLE SL

was involved in radio stations in
West Palm Beach, Fla., Mem
phis and St. Louis.
In 1987, Ray began teaching
at UOP. He chose UOP specifi
cally for it'slaid back feel. "I like
the students, they'rea fun group
of people and very well ground
ed," said Ray. He always want
ed to live in California, and
teaching at UOP allowed him to
have a light workload so he
could focus on his small busi
ness - Tellejoke. Tellejoke is a
self-owned business where Ray
sends jokes daily to radio sta
tions and newspapers. Current
ly 400 stations use the service in
which Ray sends them approxi
mately 75 jokes a week.
Currently, Ray is a faculty ad
visor and teaches Mass Com
munication, Broadcast Writing,
Public Speaking and Media Pro
ductions. He lives in North
Stockton with his wife, of
whom he's been married to for

Drug war cuts college aid

Washington,
DC—Over
7,000 students have lost feder
al financial aid under a new
drug law penalizing students
convicted of illegal drug offens
es. A nationwide student cam
paign opposing the law has
scored its first victories of the
school year, with student gov
ernments on opposite coasts
endorsing its efforts.
Amherst College in Massa
chusetts and Lewis & Clark in
Oregon add their voices to
those of 22 other student gov
ernments who have adopted a
resolution calling for passage of
H.R. 1053, a bill to repeal the
Higher Education Act (HEA)
drug provision. Other student
governments supporting the
resolution include those of Uni
versity of Wisconsin at Madi
son, University of Michigan,
Yale, Pennsylvania State Uni
versity, University of Colorado
at Boulder, as well as multicampus organizations like the
United States Student Associa
tion and the Association of Big
Ten Schools.
The campaign has taken on a
new urgency in light of tighter
regulations passed by Congress
last spring that threaten to dra
matically expand the number
of students impacted by the
law. Hundreds of thousands of
this year's financial aid appli
cants left the drug question
blank, but received aid due to

an enforcement loophole. As of
The student HEA reform
next school year, however, ap campaign and Students for
plicants not answering the Sensible Drug Policy were fea
question will forfeit aid auto tured in the Oct. 26 issue of
matically until they do.
Rolling Stone magazine.
"It doesn't make sense to
The campaign has attracted a
deny federal aid to a student range of allies, organized under
with a minor drug offense, but the umbrella of the Coalition
permit violent offenders to re for HEA Reform. Members in
ceive aid," said Joe Bielecki, clude the NAACP, ACLU, Na
President of the Associated Stu tional Organization for Women,
dents of Lewis & Clark (ASLC). American Public Health Asso
"This law is only going to make ciation, and a wide array of civ
things worse for students who il rights, education, religious,
could benefit from a college ed women's and drug policy
ucation, and it's not going to do groups. The Coalition charges
anything to solve the problem that the new law discriminates
of substance abuse on campus by both race and class.
es."
"Unresolved problems in the
"If enough schools around criminal justice system, such as
the country could get their fac racial profiling, contribute to
ulty and student body to speak African-Americans making up
out against this educational in 55 percent of all drug convic
justice, the politicians must lis tions even though Africanten," said Andrew Epstein, Americans comprise only 13
President of Amherst College percent of illegal drug users,"
Students for Sensible Drug Pol said Steven Silverman, Campus
icy (SSDP), who brought the Coordinator for the Drug Re
resolution to the attention of his form Coordination Network
student government. "The res (DRCNet), the organization co
olution passed overwhelming ordinating the Coalition's ef
ly. This shows me that the stu forts, "and the law directly dis
dents are way ahead of the criminates against the poor and
politicians on this issue. Now working class, because it does
we've got to let Congress know n't affect those wealthy enough
that we aren't going to sit down to go to school without finan
quietly while they use our edu cial aid."
cational opportunities as can
The Coalition and student
non fodder for their so-called campaigns are being organized
'War on Drugs,"' Epstein online at www.RaiseYouradded.
Voice.com.

Dr. Alan Ray, broadcast professor, likes UOP's laid back feel.

nineteen years and his two sons.
Believe it or not, Ray loves the
city of Stockton. He is intrigued
with the central locality of it and
how it is less than two hours
away from all of the hot spots
in the area - such as San Fran
cisco, Napa Valley and Reno.
Lately, Ray has spent a lot of
time fishing and coaching his
son's little league baseball team.
He still loves to fish and his fa

vorite place to fish is the Delta.
The biggest fish he's ever caught
at the Delta was a ten-pound
striped bass.
Ray loves what he does and
he does it well. He teaches
courses, he fishes and he spends
time with his family. The only
thing in his life that he would
change, however, is he'd love to
travel. Ray foresees traveling in
the future.

Dental student wins award

country competed. Worden is
scheduled to graduate from the
school in 2001.
William J. Worden went to
Other Notes:
Chicago, Illinois and brought
- The school had another
back a victory for the Dental successful Halloween party on
school. Competing in the 42nd October 28th , over 200 stu
Annual ADA/Dentsply Stu dents, faculty, and administra
dent Table ClinicCompetition, tors attended.
Worden won in the first catego
- Annual Thanksgiving Day
ry, Clinical Application and Potluck dinner will be held at
Technique.
housing again. Expecting 100Worden's victory was espe 150 students to attend.
cially impressive considering
- National Board exams Part
that one representative from 1, and Part 11, will be given Dec.
every large dental school in the 4-5 at the dental school.
JACDIP DHILLON

Guest Writer

ICouncil Travel ^
Ame r i c a ' s

Leader

'LONDON

in

Student

Travel

$381

PARIS

$398

MILAN

$391

MEXICO CITY $348
COSTA RICA

$507

SYDNEY

$961

* r/t fares, prices do not include tax and some restrictions apply

Monday-Friday 9-5, Thursday 10-5

6000 J. St. University Union, CSUS
Sacramento, CA. 95819

916-278-4224
counciltravel.com

r.
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Apathetic voters

Must be Open House.

Thenormallynonoperative fountain in front of the library was turned on for visitim stir
dents during Open House on Sunday, Nov. 5.
'
^STU

Boosting the image of Stockton
THE PACIFICAN

Who can name all of the per
forming arts dance groups lo
cated in Stockton, or list the
new businesses that have locat
ed downtown recently? Who
knows the number of after
school programs offered by the
City? Or is aware of the preven
tion programs that have helped
decrease crime, dramatically,
over the last five years? Pre
senting these facts, and more, in
a variety of ways will be the fo
cus of a new marketing cam
paign adopted by the Stockton
Image Commission at its last
meeting.
The plan calls for print ad
vertisements in several publica
*

tions, billboards, videos touting
the City's attributes, radio and
television spots, web site infor
mation, tours, fact sheets and
various community outreach
efforts, among other compo
nents.
"It's very comprehensive,"
said Image Commission Chair
man Gerald Hughes. "It will
help us get out the good word
on services that are important
to our quality of life and how
we are viewed as a City."
Those services are the arts,
businesses, crime prevention,
education and recreation.
A series of 15 print ads, cov
ering topics indicative to each
of the five areas, is planned
over the next two
months.
""'""
U B . 1The
I «;

Record and other publications
will sponsor the advertise
ments.
The first billboard, which
will be sponsored by the San
Joaquin Regional Transit Dis
trict or SMART and Infinity
Outdoor, is expected to be up
within the next two weeks. It
will carry the message "Stock
ton, the SMART place to live,
work and play." Radio spots are
expected to premiere later this
month and run through De
cember, using donated airtime.
The plan's first year of activ
ities will be funded with ap
proximately $25,000 in cash
from the Commission and an
other $100,000 from in-kind
spunsors.
sponsors

Williams named fellow of
American Clinical Pharmacists
THE PACIFICAN

University of the Pacific
School of Pharmacy and
Health Sciences Professor
Paul Williams has been
named a fellow of the Ameri
can College of Clinical Phar
macists.
He is Pacific's second
ACCP fellow, following Pro
fessor William Kehoe, chair of
the Pharmacy Practice depart
ment, who was elected in
1998.
Dr. Williams has been an
outstanding member of phar
macy practice for many
years," Kehoe said.
"He distinguished himself

as an expert in the fields of
clinical trial design and clini
cal pharmacokinetics and at
the same time brought nation
al recognition to Pacific. His
election to fellowship at
ACCP is an outstanding
achievement that recognizes
his accomplishments. We are
very fortunate to have Paul on
our faculty."
Williams has been at Pacific
since 1982. He was coordina
tor of clinical pharmacokinet
ics at the University of Alaba
ma Hospitals in Birmingham,
and served as an adjunct pro
fessor at Auburn University
School of Pharmacy before his
appointment to the Universi

ty's Stockton campus.
"Dr. Williams has made dis
tinguished
contributions
through his research in clinical
pharmacokinetics," said PHS
Dean Phillipp Oppenheimer.
"More importantly to us at Pa
cific, he is also an accom
plished professor, winning
Teacher of the Year honors in
1993, and named Teacher of
the Semester twice."
Williams has won three
Long Fellowships for research
and is a partner in a Stockton
company, Trials by Design,
LLC. From 1976 to 1978, he
was director of pharmacy for a
hospital in Kathmandu,
Nepal.

[U-WIRE] PHILADELPHIA
A survey of 18 to 24-ye;
- Apathy may not be the only olds conducted with the Fie:
reason that 18 to 30-year-olds J.'Kaiser Family Foundat:
stayed away from the polls.
found that seven out oi
"George Bush is unintelli young people said politic::;
gent and A1 Gore seems like a are out of touch with their c
cardboard cutout of a man with cerns and they believe the ej
nothing new to offer," said tion will hardly impact the
James
Inciso,
19,
of personally.
Moorestown, N.J.
"Candidates feel like the;
"It's sad that these people are wasting their time in target::
the best the nation could come issues that young people c;
up with, but it speaks more to about because young pec:
the shortcomings in the process don't vote," said Heidi Kotz::
than to any specific personal 23, a former field director :
failings," said Bruce Mc- the Elizabeth Dole campaigr
Connell, 30, of San Francisco.
Kotzian said the only v.
Interviews with more than 50 young voters can have their
young people across the coun- sues addressed is by turn:
try, by graduate students in a out at the polls.
News Reporting class at Tem
However, many
you:
ple University, show about a adults maintain that their v:
third did not plan to vote. Re is a drop in the bucket a:
gardless of whether they casted therefore, inconsequent:
a ballot, those surveyed exhibit "Whaf s the point?" is their at
ed dissatisfaction and frustra tude toward the debates.
tion with the electoral process.
"I don't care about votiry
"Candidates, regardless of said John Helverson, 24, of R:
political affiliation, will say borough, Pa. My vote will ma
whatever they think the public no difference in the election.
wants to hear," said Laurence
MTV launched its Choose
Cook, 28, of New York. "They Lose campaign to pull VOL:
distort the truth, present bogus voters into the polls. Its web sifacts and outright lie."
encouraged young adults tc :
Young people have either teract with each other about tr
tuned into the campaigns and election. A team of young r:
have been turned off, or have porters also tours the counr:
ignored it completely. Some say speaking to candidates ar
they are going to participate be youth about voting.
cause they feel they should, but
"Throughout this elect:
they're not very excited about campaign," said Dave Siru
it.
nick, executive vice preside:
I don't think (young voters) for news and production :
are satisfied with what their op MTV, "we've seen that you:
tions are with the bipartisan adults today feel strongly a be
system," said Ann Smisek, 23, the issues they face as part
of Iowa City, Iowa.
their daily lives, but do not ne
I think they're not satisfied essarily feel the candidates a;
with either one of those candi effectively addressing their cor
dates. What they hear about is cerns."
this big political process cen
"I know from statistics tha
tered on two parties, and my contribution, if I vote, wii
they're not concerned with ei hover roughly over zero," sai:
ther one of those parties. They Fred Shic, 26, of California,
feel like they don't have a know, too, from political sc:
choice," Smisek said.
ence, that such a view is an ur •
Heather DeRonck, 26, of healthy view. But knowing isr
Philadelphia, is also dissatisfied enough.
with the two major party candi
"To make an informed deci
dates but planned to vote to sion requires a lot of leg work
make her voice heard.
and these days, how can yoi
'We cannot expect to change know?" he said. "You didn
the quality of candidates if we know in 1996 that the man whe
aren t at least trying to make holds the greatest office in the
ourselves heard," she said.
country would make the Unit
Cynicism, apathy, low moti ed States the laughingstock oi
vation and ignorance of issues the world with hormones gone
are core reasons why more out of control. You didn't know
young people won't vote. Be in 1968 the president would
cause politicians lie, they say, bribe, forge and perjure his wav
what difference can one indi to the highest office. I certainly
vidual make in the world of po- don't know what's going to
itical deception?
happen tomorrow."
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Don't be scared: Stockton crime stats are down
dropped to 218.
Property damage reports
have also lessened. Dropping
The comment: "I go to the from 876 in '95 to 589 in '99, the
University of the Pacific in Stock decrease amounted to 33 per
ton." The response: "You live in cent.
In further detailing property
Stockton? Do you actually feel
safe there? Isn't that danger damage reports, vehicle theft has
ous?" Instead of passively decreased 43.7 percent and bur
shrugging or sharing our own glary 6.7 percent. Larceny,
embellished tales, its time that dropped 35.2 percent while rob
Pacific students can stand up for beries are down 43.4 percent.
their town, because Stockton re
More seriously, rape crimes
ally isn't as dangerous as you've have dropped 45 percent in the
heard.
downtown area. Homicide, per
According to Doug Anderson, haps the largest change, de
local police officer, statistics have creased 75 percent.
proven that the downtown area,
Why then do citizens continue
rumored to be among the city's to feel fearful? Preconceived per
most hazardous zones, has sig ceptions, according to Deloris
nificantly decreased in crime re Roach. Roach, Public Informa
ports. Statistics report that from tion Officer for the City of Stock
1995 to 1999, the downtown ton, said, "It's a real challenge to
Stockton area, which includes change perceptions. We do have
the Fox Theatre and the Weber an image commission that is try
Point Events Center, decreased ing to change that."
27 percent in matters of violent
The commission will be aim
crimes. In 1995 the number was ing to destroy misconceptions
at 297 crimes and by 1999 had and promote Stockton by means
CHELSEA SIME

Assistant News Editor

UOP selected for
NRAP Conference

THE PACIFICAN

The Office of Residential
Life and Housing is excited to
announce that UOP has been
selected as the host site for a
regional conference. The
Northern Residential Activity
Programs (NRAP) conference
will be held on Nov. 18, 2000
at the Stockton campus.
NRAP is a committee of the
Western Association of Col
lege and University Housing
Offices (WACUHO).
"We are thrilled at the op
portunity to show off our
campus to others," said James
Smith, Residence Director for
Grace Covell Hall and this
year's co-chairperson for the
conference.
The target audience for the
conference is resident assis
tants and student leaders who
live in campus housing. Stu
dents come from across
Northern California to partic
ipate in sessions that help
them gain ideas for residential
programming and learn more
about themselves. Partici
pants also get the opportunity
to network with other staff
members from across the re
gion.
"Our goal is to have about
500 people at this year's
event," Smith said.

According to Smith, the
planning process began in
early May when the commit
tee met to discuss possible lo
cations for the conference.
Members on the committee
chose UOP based on its loca
tion, and the willingness of
UOP students and staff to be a
part of the event.
Bill Mains, Residence Direc
tor for the Quad Halls and
Community Service chair for
the conference has also been
organizing a community ser
vice project for the conference.
"Participants will be en
couraged to bring school sup
plies that will be donated to
the Stockton Children's
Home," Mains said.
The theme for the confer
ence is "Travel Outside Your
World." This concept was cho
sen because the focus of the
conference is to encourage
staff to think about the stu
dents they serve, and to get
them involved in campus ac
tivities.
The NRAP committee is
made up of professional rep
resentatives from various col
leges and universities in
Northern California. These
members include UOP, Mills
College, San Jose State, Santa
Clara University, UC Davis
and UC Santa Cruz.

The Weber Point Events Center boasts a decline in crime, according to the Stockton Police Department.
of arts, recreation, business, ed
ucation and crime prevention.
"It takes a long time to build
perceptions and an equally long
time to change them," said
Roach. "It's like anything else,

people get their impressions
from the news or word of mouth.
Those impressions, whether
based on fact or not, tend to
stick."
With crime statistics down,

Roach hopes Stockton citizens,
especially university students,
will be more likely to venture
around town. "Stockton is really
on the move, it's a renaissance
period."

The Pacifican is back online.
Come and check us out at
www.thepacifican.com
Nina rhtai in...

Always the Women
A Solo Performance of Jesus' Encounters with Women in the Gospels
T»<rtse* duthes. TMMIMMbafesUiwerMtthtfte
controlled chaos thai Jesus tonawers graced with
n wocr>Uri<ftr* Ms me-sugt ana lies nc-ariwy.
Pawn Shaft, rtw kecora
1cant «ura Sue numuer « we» > nan my
head to my toes.*
Megan Ifesh,
IKWversKy at She Pacific
It taefcweeraya «i«nef w n»**e»u>get pe>t sne
Uc* of swyWyand costwrw to be totally envwoped ay
the presenceaf each person you portrayed! Magn«fk.4*itr
- MartensTygett community volunteer, StocnJon

Pacific
Humanities Centi
in Wom.-wfi
m <ww|raiH

South Hall Lounge
(8oillil*WaSt Hall, library Side)

the interest at the Inquirer and brings team for (hose
faoteit tribe qfet.cfejstory.
3*2 s«$r
Gary Putnam, SersN* Ptstar.
Central Methodist ClkAh, MucMon
the characters v«ry mowng."
g?Dennis Wwhliaft«n. *»« <\ntor
ftswer Ministries, Stocxton
rvwweuu
ah, campus staJJ member,
mtxrtftrvtr Chnstwn Fellowship
t nearty wept several times- over
states! It was !Sse she had actually
tamtif—a taste of how powerful
accounts muse have been."
Bruce Rutin, 8roodwoy Actor
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Quote of the
Week
"All growth
depends upon
activity. There is
no development
physically or
intellectually
without effort,
and effort
means work."
-Calvin Coolidge

It's time for the Quonset Huts to qo
TVlP
nilnncof huts
Ui.^n - i-L
The quonset
those

ugly metal buildings next to
Hand Hall Lawn. Do you have
any idea how long those things
have been here? The quonJ
were built in the 1940s and
were originally supposed to be
"temporary" structures. Why
are they still here? Because the
university has never taken the
time to move the people out of
the buildings and tear them
down. So the ugly old metal
quonsets
have
of
. been, a part
r
the University of the Pacific
campus for over 50 years.
but the good news is that
there are plans to take them
down this year. Yes finally
those eyesores will be removed from our beautiful
campus and a brand-new,
state-of-the-art student center
will be taking its place. The
center is still in the planning
stages, but it will probably inelude such things as restaurants, conference rooms, the
the
grocery store, possibly a bowl
ing alley, and maybe even an
outdoor amphitheater to hold
bigger and better concerts at
Pacific.
77,, Pacifican
"°°r °f Hand

r»

11

.1

Finally, the university has
decided to get into gear and
move out the departments
who were stuck in those3nl
SZand eptS
with
with some,h"l
something that will im
prove our college campus
tremendously.
Just last year the arts and
geoscience departments were
conducting classes in those
buildings, but this year they
moved into two refurbished
buildings on South Campus
that were previously used by
the Physical Plant and Central
Receiving. Last fall, Physical
Plant eave iin thoseF. l-t
for dreir new building.buil'S
pecially for them across the
footbridge on Brookside Road.
hat s the recent history of
the quonsets, but who has
" il0used in t*iem in the
past . The first quonset hut was
built in 1946 because of a universitvhousine shortage d„."
to
the^nC
te students
Z.m
to the
influx of®
of male
after World War II. The 325foot quonset housed 100 male
students, all veterans and was
referred to as "The Tube" by
the students. According to a

March 22, 1946 article in the
Pacific Weekly, the predecessor
PflC,Jc™' colleSe author"
v
ST """ T"'"'? **

would be finished on the out
side in brick to conform to the
established style of architec
ture of the rest of the campus.
Obviously this was never
done.
From then on, many quon
sets were added to the campus
and at one time a grand total of
11 quonsets were on campus.
They have been known to
serve
the purpose
purpose of
of various
various
s^rve the
FM radio station - KCVN, a
men's dormitory as late as
1959, the physics and geography departments, the Conservatory, a Food Processor's Lab,
engineering, the art department, home economics department, maintenance
shop,
uZ' maintenancJe shoPfice, mail room, faculty offices,
student publications, science
labs, student services offices
(housing and duplicating),
psychology, geography and
geology.

ELIZABETH BUCKLE
OP-ED EDITOR
OPINION@THEPACIFICAN .COM

One thing that is interesting
to note is that both Owen and
Bannister Halls were two-stotwo-sto^°"XtS ,hat ,he univereil>
feCeived
«>e Federal
Work Agency in 1947. Before
coming to Pacific, the build
ings were at Camp Shoemaker,
which is now Santa Rita Prison
in Alameda.
There are currently only five
Quonsets left on campus, but
these need to come down as
well. The poor arts and geo
science departments have
been stuck in those buildings
20 years and now it is
for about 20
to come down,
The students and faculty of
Pacific shouldn't have to look
at these "temporary" build
ings any longer. The quonset
huts have served their pur
pose, but it is time for them to
go. The university deserves
better
better and
and the
the student
student center
cente
*!.* •* «°
P'«»
will be a wonderful addition to
Pacific, but first we have to gel
rid of those ugly metal quonsei
buildings next to Hand Hall
Lawn,

Jews of a majority of the newspaper editors. What's your view? Mail us a letter, or drop one off at our office on the
Ha"' of e-mai1 us at kttersfethepacifican.com. All letters must be signed and include a telephone number
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Legal pressures create a no-win situation for Napster
versity officials have blocked
all
on-campus users from ac
Staff Writer
cess.
The question at hand is:
Just when we all thought
that the whole Napster busi would you want to pay mon
ness was through, more news ey to download music that
keeps popping up every you might end up buying?
where. Recently, entertain It's a split decision among
ment giant Bertelsmann AG several Pacific students - to
and Napster Inc. signed a deal download or not to download
that would allow the Red once this deal comes into ef
wood City-based file-swap fect.
"I think that not as many
ping service to begin charging
people are going to use it, be
for service.
That's right, Napster will cause it was free. Once they
no longer be a way for bored start charging, nobody will
college students to download use it anymore," said junior,
and listen to their favorite Crystal Justice.
School of Business student,
music - without a price. Un
fortunately, students at UOP Leah DeGuzman agrees, "I
will not be able to take advan think it's a bad move for Nap
tage of Napster while the ser ster. I think people are going
vice is still free - because Uni to go crazy downloading all
MICHELLE-ELIZABETH VALLE

the mp3's they can get before
they actually start charging.
Once they do, then people
will go somewhere else to
download music. I'm pretty
sure they'll go out of busi
ness.
"It depends on how much
Napster charges. If they
charge around $10 for unlim
ited access, then yeah I'd still
use it. But more than that, I
wouldn't," said sophomore
student, Casey Kooyman.
When people got word of
the lawsuit earlier this year,
they began using Napster in
record numbers. There have
been too many scares that
Napster will be shutting
down for good, and people
wanted to take advantage of
what Napster had to offer be

fore it disappeared for good.
With the deal between Ber
telsmann, Napster may not be
shutting down service - but
changing the way things
work.
So far, Napster is an easy
way to download the music
you want to hear with CD
quality. So what's the deal
with having to pay for music
that can be heard anywhere?
Charging for the music would
bring Napster on a legal level.
The whole argument
against Napster was because
musicians believed that the
file-swapping service violated
their copyrights and cheated
them out of royalties.
Napster is not out of the
clear just yet. Regardless of
signing the contract with the

company, Bertelsmann (the
parent company of BMG En
tertainment) won't drop out
of the lawsuit until Napster
starts up its new service. This
could mean that Napster
might still lose and be forced
to shut down anyway. What
ever happens, Napster loses through customers who don't
want to pay, or by loosing the
appeal.
The music industry is
afraid of the Internet. That is
one area in which the govern
ment has no domain over. If
Napster does win the appeal,
and continues to stay in ser
vice, it will no longer be free
to music lovers across the na
tion. Signing the deal with
Bertelsmann has guaranteed
Napster's demise.

Dig de los Muertos demonstration silenced

Freedom of Speech means freedom to be "offensive"
[U-WIRE] LOS ANGELES After granting a student group
permission to display crosses
for three days in honor of Dia
de Los Muertos, the Mexican
Day of the Dead, University of
California-Los Angeles admin
istrators requested Tuesday
that the days be shortened to
one.
Conciencia Libre, a student
social justice organization con

cerned with Latin American is
sues, violated its agreement
with the university, administra
tors said, by displaying crosses
outside the designated Westwood Plaza area and by planti
ng them on the lawns.
But members of the group
contend administrators also vi
olated the agreement by re
questing they remove the cross
es before Thursday — the day

What's Up With That?
What's up with a
•

school with

ming?

originally scheduled for remov
ing the crosses.
"It violates the agreement we
had with them. It violates our
free speech," said Hector Perla,
a political science graduate stu
dent and Conciencia Libre
member.
The group erected nearly 600
crosses in memory of Latin
Americans who have died
crossing the San Diego border
since the 1994 implementation
of Operation Gatekeeper, which
extended border security 116
yards out into the Pacific Ocean.
Group members said they
were told they had to remove
the crosses by 5 p.m. Tuesday or
the university would hire work
ers to remove them. Also, they
said the organization would be
charged a fee for the workers
and would be suspended.
Berky Nelson, director of the
Center for Student Program
ming, who had originally ap
proved the display, said the
crosses weren't supposed to be
planted in the ground, but
should stand on a base.
"The understanding was that
the crosses were going to be
free-standing," Nelson said.
"They did not do what they
told the adviser they were go
ing to do."
Nelson was also concerned
the exhibit would incite other
conflicts, such as tensions be
tween campus groups split
over the Palestinian-Israeli con
flict.
"Crosses can signify death
when there's conflict," he said.
But Conciencia Libre mem

bers said the display does not man said.
Conciencia Libre had only re
pose a threat to the community.
"There's not really a poten quested to have the display on
tial for students to get hurt," Westwood Plaza, not at MeyerPerla said. "We're just trying to hoff, Sycamore Alley, or the
draw attention to a human Fowler Museum where the
crosses were planted.
rights problem."
'The facilities use form did
In response to administra
tors' request that the display be not provide for the crosses to be
taken down, the organization exhibited where they are," Timstarted a petition and collected merman said.
Members of the organization
close to 1,000 names, members
said though they had obtained
said.
Some students camped out permission to display the cross
side Kerckhoff Hall Wednesday es on Bruin Plaza, an employee
night to ensure no one would from the J.D. Morgan Center
remove the crosses. Equipped complained about them. As a
with blankets and food, stu result, the group decided to
dents attempted to study for move the display to Meyerhoff.
"We assumed that since it's
their midterms the next day.
They returned home only to a free speech area, that it's open
to any kind of
shower and
free
expres
nap before
"We assumed that
sion,
but
returning to
since
it's
a
free
speech
that's
not
the
campus,
case,"
said
area, that it's open to
members
Mark
said.
any kind of free
Jimenez, a
They also
took their expression, but that's fourth-year
Latin Ameri
not the case."
grievances to
can studies
Lyle Timmer-Mark Jimenez
_and
history
man, execu
student.
tive officer of
He said the group was will
Student and Campus Life, who
ing
to remove the crosses pro
told the students they couldn't
vided
they receive an alterna
display the crosses at Meyer
tive
location
to display them,
hoff Park.
In most cases, the university such as outside Royce or Mur
prohibits displays in Meyer- rphy Halls, but administrators
hoff, a part of campus designat- denied the request,
University officials would
ed for free speech. It also pro
hibits items from being planted not comment on whether they
would take further actions
on the lawn.
"Having 600 crosses stuck in against the group, who re
the lawns... facilities cannot ac moved the crosses Thursday
commodate that use," Timmer- might.
ill

iv

—
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Noise problems created by the new alcohol policy
So I do have a problem with
people being loud and drunk
Staff Writer
when I live in the quads and
they
are in Callison Hall, right
Being a freshman, Ilearn new
things about college every day. across from me. I am sure that all
For instance, I have recently of the little party animals can
learned that Halloween is not, in not imagine such a thing, but
fact, about dressing upas ghosts some of us like to sleep at night.
and goblins and eating candy. It Some of us actually have impor
is actually about being as incred tant things to do on the week
ibly drunk and loud as possible. ends, so we cannot be up until
I do not mind if people dedde all hours of the night.
Like all fraternity and sorority
that this is the way that they
want to spend their Halloween parties involving alcohol, Teeterbecause I believe that people Totter had tobe held on-campus
have a right to do as they please. because alcohol is not allowed at
However, I believe that they the parties in the Greek houses.
should only have that right This meant that it had to be held
when they do not infringe on in Callison Hall, which is in the
somebody else's rights. Like my middle of the quads and right
right to a decent amount of across from my room. It was so
loud that I could hear what
sleep.
ERIN RUPPEL

songs they were playing and
what the people were chanting,
even with my windowsclosed. I
could not fall asleep until after it
ended at 1:00 on both Friday and
Saturday nights. Then, I had to
be up at 6:30 in the morning be
cause, like a lot of people, I have
obligations on the weekend.
While I understand that UOP
does not want big keg parties in
the Greek houses, it is unfair to
the rest of us to hold them oncampus in a place so close to the
residence halls. I am sure that
their excuse is that the party
ended at 1:00, which is when
quiet hours start. However,
there is a big difference between
people being loud in your resi
dence hall and a party like
Teeter-Totter: 24-hour courtesy

hours are easier toenforce when
you are dealing with a few peo
ple in your hall. While I can ask
my friends a few doors down to
please be a little bit quieter or
even have my R.A. do it for me,
there is no way that I am going
to go into a huge throng of
drunken strangers and ask them
to please keep it down a little bit
so that I can sleep. After all, I do
value my life.
UOP needs to come up with
a better solution to their opposi
tion to parties in the Greek hous
es. The rest of us should not have
to suffer because some people's
idea of a good time is deafening
music and beer breath. We
should not be punished because
we have jobs or other important
obligations. Aren't we the ones

who should be rewarded for I
ing responsible and involve;!
You would think so, but instej
we are the ones being put ail
disadvantage. We have I
trudge through our busy wet J
ends half-awake and half-pr I
ductive. UOP should rea.il
how unfair this arrangem - r
where events involving alee
are held in Callison Hall near J
most all of the residence hall- |
If they do not change it, I have!
suggestion for all of us v |
sleep at night like normal pel
pie: we should throw a lc -1
raging party at three o'clock
the afternoon on Saturday a-1
Sunday in front of the Grot I
houses and see how man |
them like being kept awake.

Another New York success story

Number of minority grad students increases at
Cornell University 30 percent due to recruitment
[U-WIRE] ITHACA, N.Y. - for Dartmouth, as well as the society were stratified profes
The acceptance and enroll University of California at sionally and socially along
ment of minority graduate Berkeley, Stanford University, racial lines. We have a mission
students at Cornell University Massachusetts Institute of to work against that tenden
has increased by six percent Technology and the Universi cy," Cohen said.
from last year to this year, and ty of Chicago.
Terry Plater, associate dean
by 20 percent since 1997.
Among the departments for academic affairs in the
This translates to an in that have experienced the Graduate School, agreed, say
crease of 46 underrepresented most success with recruiting ing, "There are a lot of faculty
minority students over the minorities over the past sever who just realize that this is the
last three years, from 231 to al years is the English depart right thing to do to help their
ment.
277.
own fields broaden intellectu
By all accounts, there is no
"We are actively recruiting al diversity."
single reason for the rise in the minority students," said Prof.
There are 94 graduate
matriculation of minority stu- • fields, and the Graduate
Cohen agreed that the School does not dictate any
dents.
"Sometimes I feel like it's
specific numbers for minority
Graduate School
just dumb luck," said Walter
acceptance. Each particular
Cohen, vice provost and dean conducts "aggressive field has final say over who is
of the Graduate School.
recruiting" of
accepted into their graduate
The statistics reflect the rise
program.
underrepresented
in enrollment of AfricanOn the other hand, once a
American, Native American minorities, citing the student has been accepted
and Latino students who are
benefits that ethnic into a graduate program, the
either American citizens or diversity brings to the school tries to make funds
permanent residents, and the
available to the minority stu
University.
Graduate School does not in
dents it accepts in both the
clude the Johnson Graduate'
state and endowed schools.
School of Management, the Dorothy Mermin, English, the
There are "targeted pro
College of Veterinary Medi director of graduate studies in grams and other funds which
cine, the Law School or the the English department.
we try to make available" to
Medical College in New York
"We started many years minority students, Cohen
City.
ago, when other [universities] said.
According to Cohen, the weren't very concerned about
"For our state schools, we
University's percentage of mi [recruiting]," Mermin said.
have money for minority stu
nority acceptance has moved
Cohen agreed that the dents that is labeled as such,
from below average to Graduate School conducts from State University of New
"around the middle of the "aggressive recruiting" of un York," Plater said.
One of the newer methods
list" of the "Ivy plus" group of derrepresented minorities,
schools with which it com citing the benefits that ethnic the Graduate School is using
petes.
diversity brings to the Univer to recruit minority students is
a new policy of "cultivating
That group includes all of sity.
relationships" with individ
"It
would
be
a
shame
if
this
the Ivy League schools, except

ual universities.
"We're trying to establish
faculty to faculty relation
ships between schools to in
crease our access," Cohen
said.

Plater is one of the peer
most involved in this a
proach to minority recru
ment, as well as many otr
aspects of minority recru
See Minority, page

INFORMATION SESSION
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Minority

Continued from page 8

ment.
"We are choosing to go to
fewer [recruitment] fairs,"
Plater said. Instead the Grad
uate School is attempting an
"approach using direct con
tact," she said.
According to Mermin, it is
difficult to form relationships
with individual faculty and
departments of other univer
sities that yield significant re
sults.
"In reality, that's not how
it works," she said.
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What a difference
the train makes!

"On the other hand,
once a student has
been accepted
into a graduate
program, the school
tries to make funds
available to the
minority students
it accepts in both
the state and
endowed schools."
"You just have to get a rep
utation as a school that is a
nice place to be a grad student
and hope the word is out
there," Mermin said.
Tho.ugh minority enroll
ment has increased over the
last six years, "you could still
question whether the number
is as high as you would like,"
Cohen said.
Total enrollment in the
Graduate School dropped
from a high of 4500 graduate
students to 3900 graduates in
1997. That figure climbed to
4100 graduates this year.
"Applications have fallen
even though matriculation for
the last two years has been the
best ever," Cohen said.
"Applications are falling as
a national trend," he added.
"The job market for people
with bachelor degrees is very
strong."
Cohen admitted that the
drop in graduate school ad
missions might affect the
amount of qualified applica
tions the University receives,
minority or otherwise. The
trend is not a positive one for
higher education, both pri
vate and state.
"Eventually, we may not
even be able to maintain our
[enrollment numbers]," Co
hen said.
"That's why there are dif
ferent strategies that we have
adopted to try to overcome
that," he concluded, . . .
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Railroad Passenger Corporation
TRAVEt AGENTS: access your 60S tor complete detail* 6'PRO/STH/PW Satire:
Y/PRO/STWP1-P8, Attach coupon to auditor's coupon; if «toctronfca% reporting, attach
TO agem coupon. All Travel Agents and Amtrak Ticketing Agents please return the
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The Legend of Bagger Vance" a hole in one

[U-WIRE] MILWAUKEE On the surface, "The Legend
of Bagger Vance" merely
looks like a sweet-hearted
golf movie. In all actuality, the
movie is derived from the
holy scriptures of the Bhagavad Gita.
It's a story about the quest
for divine happiness, or Nir
vana, through God. The char
acters' names in "The Legend
of Bagger Vance" are blatant
ly taken from the scriptures as
well. Bagger Vance's (Will
Smith) name is a distortion of
the Hindu word for God "Bhagavad" and Rannulph
Junuh's (Matt Damon) last
name is a derision of "Arjuna," the scriptures' hero of the
Pandavas. The movie pretty
much follows the same basic
storyline of the scriptures too.
"The Legend of Bagger
Vance" takes place around
World War I and the Great De
pression. Before the war,
Junuh is the best golfer in the
South.
He's won numerous titles
and is pretty much the Tiger

Woods of the 1920s. But he
ends his reign over golf and
enlists in the army. He goes
overseas to fight in the war
and, during a tumultuous bat
tle, he finds that he can't han
dle it and hides. His life falls
apart after that and he comes
back, years later, as a destitute
and broken man.
But, a chance to prove him
self comes along in the form
of a golf tournament against
the nation's two greatest
golfers, Bobby Jones (Joel
Gretsch) and Walter Hagen
(Bruce McGill). Junuh is the
only Savannah native with
any hope to even par with the
titans of the tees and the local
fat cats demand a hometown
hero. Junuh succumbs to the
pressure and he reluctantly
agrees to compete in the
match.
Meanwhile, Junuh's old
flame, Adele Invergordon
(Charlize Theron), is putting
her inherited fortune on the
line by organizing the match
to save her late aristocratic fa
ther's golf course, which he

built before the Great Depres
sion ruined any hopes for
profits.
Dreading public humilia
tion, Junuh tries to recapture
his "authentic swing," which
he fears is lost forever. Enter
Bagger Vance, a vagabond at
first glance, but ultimately a
spiritual guide. Vance and
Hardy Greaves (J. Michael
Moncrief), a 12-year-old
Junuh devotee, rally around

near the Courthouse and
Washington Mutual Bank. Vis
itors will be Overwhelmed by
the inviting servers and deli
cious smelling food.
Lunch is served from 11 a.m.
to 2 p.m. and has slightly
smaller portions than the din
ner and comes with cornbread
and two side dishes. The din
ner comes with a third side
dish.
The price range for lunch is
$5 to $7; while for dinner the
price range is $9 from the
Southern Fried Oysters to
$14.50 for the Southern
Seafood Combo.
My companion and I had
never had soul food before, so
this experience was a first for
us.
Positively Good Soul food is
a great place for first time pa
trons or for those who especial
ly love southern soul food or
maybe college students who
want a good home cooked
meal away from home.
I tried the Southern Fried

Chicken which ran $5.50 for
lunch, and $6 ala Carte. I de
cided to get a side of corn and
rice.
The dish came with excel
lently fried chicken with the
rice smothered in a delicious
brown gravy.
My companion chose to go
with the popular Southern
Smothered Steak which ran $6
for lunch and $6.50 for ala
Carte.
She chose to order a type of
macaroni and rice with her
dish. The steak and rice were
both topped with the same
kind of gravy.
Our server recommended
the Southern Stuffed Shrimp,
which surprisingly costs $7 for
lunch and $10 for dinner. The
shrimp is stuffed with crab
meat and cheddar and jack
cheese.
Also recommended was the
Southern fried red snapper
which comes breaded and
fried. It runs for $6 lunch and
$10 for dinner.

Junuh to help him find his
swing and furthermore, his
soul.
"The Legend of Bagger
Vance" is deftly directed by
Robert Redford ("The Horse
Whisperer"), a screen legend
in his own right. He master
fully commands the spectacu
lar cast through every step of
Junuh's quest through the
metaphorical golf match.
The movie is based on

Steven Pressfield's n ° v . . .
the same name and Wi"i -r
for the screen by Jeremy
en ("Don Juan DelVtarcr^
The writing allows for p>l ^
humor atop a profound s t ^
The game of golf is a p>e r itCt
channel for this story bee a use
a person who plays it cioe? ~
compete with anyone
himself. That person Tr a control his demons other^s

See "Baggervance," pczg^h

Matt Damon, Charlize Theron and Will Smith complete "The Legend of Bagger

Home-cooked food found in downtown Stockton
MICHELLE-ELIZABETH VALLE

Staff Writer

Location: 19 N.
California St.
Hours: Tues-Thurs.:
11 a.m.- 8 p.m.,
Fri.-Sat.:11 a.m.- 10p.m
Sun.: 12 p.m.-8 p.m.
closed Mon.
Payment: Cash only
Phone: 932-0380

Located in the heart of
downtown, the restaurant,
"Positively good Soul Food"
offers Good old-fashioned
southern style food.
This restaurant offers excel
lent home-style cooking, cour
teous service and a warm at
mosphere.
The restaurant is an ideal
place for those who work in the
downtown area, especially

Side dishes that can be or
dered for lunch and dinner in
clude, white rice, yams, greens,
corn, red beans and macaroni
and cheese. Side dishes alone
cost $3.
Those who wish not to eat
the specialty dishes can try the
traditional hamburger or
cheeseburger with fries. The

fries can be substituted v.a.- i tr a
side salad with either ranchoi
Italian dressings. The had
burger meal costs $5.50 and the
cheeseburger meal costs SG :
The ambiance was w .a
and friendly. A nice little re
seated us and gave us 0u
utensils.

See Soul food, page U

Positively Good Soul Food has flavorful food away from Fj(J
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Book Review

"Hooking Up" with Tom Wolfe and his new book
Millennium: An American's
World." Here, Wolfe toucheson
the themes he will take on in the
rest of the book, topics like the
Internet, art, sex in America, "in
tellectuals" (what are those?),
the culture of Silicon Valley, and
the strange habits of deconstructionists.
It's easiest to see the conse
quences of this attitude when it
is applied to fiction. In a chapter
called "My Three Stooges,"
Wolfe recounts the reception of
his long-anticipated 1998 nov
el, A Man In Full. Not only was
the novel a terrific commercial
success,
but it pro
voked
strong re
actions
from a trio
of highly
respected
novelists:
John
H.
Updike"54,
Norman K.
Mailer '43,
and John
Irving. As
Wolfe ex
plains,
these are
his three
stooges.
Wolfe
sees
the
same prob
lem, and
proposes a
solution:
"The
American
Tom Wolfe's new book focuses on issues in America.
[U-WIRE] CAMBRIDGE,
Mass. - One day in my history
tutorial, we were debating
whether one could have a truly
comprehensive understanding
of what life in America was like
during the1960s. And it was on
this subject that my tutorial
leader started raving about Tom
Wolfe and his 1968 book, The
Electric Kool-Aid Acid Test.
Once again, Wolfe is Ameri
ca's own inspired and intrepid
reporter. This volume takes its
title from the first essay, entitled
"Hooking Up: What Life Was
Like at the Turn of the Second

"Baggervance"

Continued from page 12

he falls apart on the course.
What better way to go soul
searching than to play 18
holes?
Damon does a fine job
playing the besieged Junuh
and Theron only accentuates
her status as one of the best
new actresses to grace the sil
ver screen with her role as
Adele.
Both Damon and Theron
make a charming on-screen
couple and play off each other
with raw emotion and feeling
that makes their relationship
absolutely real.
Smith, known for his acting
in action movies like "Inde
pendence Day" and "Men in
Black," makes a magnificent
transition to drama.
He delivers some of the
best and subtle one-liners that

rival those of most comedies.
His performance as the mysti
cal Bagger Vance is calm and
saturated with tender inno
cence.
The surprise performance
comes from Moncrief as the
young Hardy Greaves. His
apparent acting ability is rem
iniscent of fellow child actor,
Haley Joel Osment ("The
Sixth Sense"). Moncrief's per
formance will most definitely
rocket him into future roles.
"The Legend of Bagger
Vance," albeit a slow-paced
movie is very witty and in
sightful. It is truly a movie
masterpiece and an instant
classic.
At the end, it allows ques
tions to be raised as to what
the meaning of life is, what is
the true purpose of being and
how does one hit that perfect
tee-shot 300 yards down the
fairway. GRADE: A

novel is dying, not of obsoles
cence, but of anorexia. It
needs...food. It needs novelists
with huge appetites and mighty,
unslaked thirsts for...Ameri
ca—as she is right now. It needs
novelists with the energy and
the verve to approach America
the way her moviemakers do,
which is to say, with a ravenous
curiosity and an urge to go out
among her 270 million souls
and talk to them and look them
in the eye." America needs nov
elists like, well, like Tom Wolfe.
And this is not just an issue
for the world of fiction, but for
all the arts in America, which
have been severely weakened
by European formalism and
postmodernist tendencies. "The
revolution of the twenty-first
century, if the arts are to survive...will be called life, reality,
the pulse of the human beast."
This mini-manifesto gives
you a good idea of the life mis
sion Wolfe has given himself, in
terms of proselytizing, and in
terms of both his fiction and
nonfiction efforts.
But whatever the merits of
Wolfe's arguments on the future
of the arts in America, his work
is ready for immediate con
sumption and judgment.
Wolfe's first and best strength is
his power of critical (and cyni
cal) observation.
He has set himself up as the
ever-omniscient observer, sur
veying the scenery at the end of
one so-called American century
and the beginning of another,
pointing out society's ironies

and flaws and triumphs.
The title of the title essay
comes from Wolfe's discussion
of how young people go about
hooking up today, but the book
also has chapters discussing the
implications of neurobiology
and ("Sorry, but Your Soul Just
Died") the fallacies of American
intellectuals ("In the Land of the
Rococo Marxists") and the rise
of Silicon Valley ("Two Young
Men Who Went West").
A sample of Wolfe's short fic
tion, the novella "Ambush at
Fort Bragg," appears right after
the "My Three Stooges" chapter,
as if to say, judge my fiction for
yourself, you skeptics! For some
reason, Wolfe's famous (or notso-famous, depending on your
generation) parody of The New
Yorker and its editor William
Shawn, published in the New
York Herald Tribune in 1965 fin
ish up the collection.
These are all amazingly fun
to read. Not only are they fun,
but they can be substantive and
insightful as well. This is, I sup
pose, to be expected of Wolfe.
He has a style that gives as
much force to his argument as
any amount of evidence does,
drawing wonderful quasi-his
torical lessons and parallels, es
pecially in his tale of Silicon Valley-who would have seen any
connection between Grinnell,
Iowa and the rise of an Ameri
can legend?
What you read here (or in any
book review) does his skill ab
solutely no justice, because it is
only as you actually read the

stuff that you realize how clev
erly crafted Wolfe's arguments
can be.
His confidence and omni
science are a thrill, but they can
also be somewhat annoying.
Sometimes you just long to pick
an argument with the man.
How can he be so sure? So
right?
Wolfe tends to dismiss out of
hand trends or ideas with which
he has no affinity, especially in
tellectual styles related to deconstructionism and postmod
ernism. The temptation to ask
The Question-does Tom Wolfe
know what he's talking about?is always hovering in the back
of your mind. Maybe he's not
totally right.
Maybe he doesn't really un
derstand the complexities of
Foucault, the intricacies in
volved in a social phenomenon
like "hooking up," or the true
state of the American novel.
Wolfe is such a skillful writer
that it all seems to be almost be
side the point. Almost.
Perhaps we'll have a better
idea of just how all-knowing
Wolfe is when he releases his
next book, a novel about college
life.
For now, let's just all agree
that Hooking Up is one of those
fun and provocative books that
deserves to be read (and maybe
even more than once), and that
Tom Wolfe has earned the right
to wear those ridiculous white
suits, whether you actually
agree with him or not. He's just
that good.

Residence Hall Association
Presents

CELEBRATION
F f r -tfve- 'bC^L'WS JZ-e*•Lr^e.nc.e- Trfc^ll

Sunday, „
Nov 12th
7-10 PM
Callison Hall
J>J, Free Tfcdj £)<vme5,
Free- J^rize-S iwc-lv*^iwc^ Qi-ft C^e-rti^icc^-te-S.

Grand Prize:
Portable MP3 I*layer
-A Division of Student tiife-

Sponsored by Capstone Enterprises
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"Charlie's Angels" remake is an angelic success
[U-WIRE] NASHVILLE,
Term. - Good films are not nec
essarily great movies, and great
movies are not always good
films. Sometimes a movie can
be entertaining, exciting and
amusing,yet fall short of the
artistic vision that is the hall
mark of a good film. "Charlie's
Angels" is such a movie.
It is a remake of the popular
1970s television show of the
same name. The situation is
also the same - three secret
agents (Cameron Diaz, Lucy
Liu and Drew Barrymore)
work for a rich boss whom they
have never seen named Char
lie.
Their immediate superior is
the lovable Bosley (Bill Mur
ray). They get mixed up in a
computer heist and a crooked
tycoon, and action ensues.
However, does it really matter?
The plot is secondary to the
non-stop action, cool outfits
and just plain girl power that
this movie exudes.
"Charlie's Angels," is direct
ed by McG, a famous music
video and commercial director.
The music video influence is
apparent in the action se

quences, which, when set to
music, could serve as one.
Barrymore (Dylan) is the
quintessential angel. She is
probably the best actress of the
three, and seems like she is hav
ing the most fun on the screen.
Her involvement with The
Chad (played by real-life love
Tom Green) and Knox (played
by Sam Rockwell) are high
lights of the movie.
Liu (Alex) has the best action
sequences. Despite her success
in her role as legal eagle Ling
on "Ally McBeal," she looks
like she was born to be an ac
tion star.
However, her moments with
Matt LeBlanc (Jason) lag be
hind the rest of the film. They
are just too slow for the upbeat
tempo that makes this film.
Cameron Diaz (Natalie) pro
vides a great deal of humor, al
though she may just be the
worst actress of the three. Not
that she is bad in every movie
she does (she is brilliant in "A
Life Less Ordinary").
Her dream is to be a dancer
on "Soul Train," and it comes
true in one of the funniest
scenes of the movie. Luke Wil

son (Pete) plays a nerdy bar "Rushmore," and the recent "Mission: Impossible" )Barrymore also acted SL-:
tender interested in Natalie "Hamlet," should prove that he
ecutive
producer, and sn«in
with a dead-pan humor that is has gotten better and wiser
sisted
the
characters not
with age.
right on.
guns,
but
rather
kung ft1Aside from the main players,
The camaraderie between
So
the
result
is
a sort of
the three female stars is amaz Rockwell, Green, Crispin
sion:
Impossible
II"
ing, and the movie is better be Glover (as the weirdest assas
chicks.
And
that,
my
frienc
sin
combination
chain
smoker
cause the actresses appear like
the movie world has ever seen) all that is needed for a g':
they are friends.
Murray, contrary to popular and Tim Curry (as the smarmy movie. So, be sure to make
opinion, is a better actor now bad guy Roger Corwin) give the theatres soon to see
than he was at the pinnacle of this movie a character that dis new film which also incluc
his career. His role in this tinguishes it from just another an awesome soundtrack tc;
movie, along with roles in remake (think "Shaft" and with it.

Drew Barrymore, Lucy Liu and Drew Barrymore sparkle in the newest version of "Charlie's Angels

Forgotten music has newer fresher look
MICHELLE-ELIZABETH VALLE

Staff Writer

Their music has reigned
supreme in the disco-dancing
world and still remains a fa
vorite among some nostalgic
disco-goers.
They came from Stock
holm, Sweden - stars in Eu
rope in their own right. They
formed the legendary group
called Abba.
Although not as big in the
United States, Abba permeat
ed throughout European and
Australian homes. Abba's
success was in fact the most

commercially successful band
in the seventies.
So it's no wonder that Abba
imitators have materialized
throughout the years. Anoth
er Swedish band, Ace of Base
had the Abba feel and the
Abba popularity, but didn't
quite remain on top like
Abba. Another group at
tempting to copy (literally)
the Abba style, is A-Teens.
The A-Teens consist of
members, Amit Paul, 17,
Marie Serneholt, 17, Sara
Lumholdt, 16, and Dhani
Lennevald, 16. This young
quartet from Sweden brings a

refreshed and modern twist
to Abba's old songs.
The singers dressed in Gap
attire made their debut with
the hit song "Mama Mia" last
year.
Their first CD entitled The
Abba Generation. The CD is
a compilation of many Abba
hits, including "Dancing
Queen" and "Take a Chance
on Me."
The whole CD brings lis
teners back to the days of the
glorious disco era mixed with
Ace of Base nostalgia. The
disco style has been convert
ed into techno dance music -

which has brought the group
to number one in the Swedish
music charts.
The group's fame is grow
ing tremendously in Ger
many, England and especially
in their home of Stockholm,
Sweden. Slowly but surely
the group A-Teens is becom
ing a popular revival band in
the U.S.
The Swedish teens are cur
rently working on putting out
a new single "Upside Down"
on their upcoming sopho
more CD later this year. They
can be found on their official
web site www.a-teens.com.

e Theater;
HOLIDAY CINEMA 8
6262 WEST LANE STOCKTON - 95:
ALL LUCASFILM THX CERTIFIES AUPi'

rCHARLIES ANGELS (PG13)

DAILY: (2:20.2:50.4:50.5:20) 7:20.7:45. 9:45. 10:15
EARLY SHOW FRI-SUN (11:50.12:20)

I THE LEGEND OF BAGGER VANCE

•

I DAILY; (1 35,4:20) 7:00, 9:55 EARLY SHOW FRI-SUN (10 5:

BOOK OF SHADOWS:BLAIR WITCH 2

I DAILY; (2:45.4:25,4:55) 7:15.9:35.10:05
EARLY SHOW FRI-SUN (11:30. 12:15)

MEET THE PARENTS (PG13)

| DAILY (2:00 .2:30 .5:05) 7:05. 7:35.10:10
|EARLY SHOW FRI-SUN (12:00)

REMEMBER THE TITANS (PG13)

I DAILY; (2:15,4:45) 7:25. 10:10 EARLY SHOW FRI-SUN (11:4

BEDAZZLED (PG13)

L DAILY: (2:40,5:00) 7:10, 9:30 EARLY SHOW FRI-SUN (12:251

REGENCY CINEMAS 4
9 ETNA LANE, STOCKTON - 957-8926

LUCKY NUMBERS (R)
DAILY (2:10.4:50) 7:30,10.10 EARLY SHOW FRI-SUN - •

LOST SOULS (R)

ADAILY (2:50, 5:00) 7:25. 9:55 EARLY SHOW FRI-SUN (12*

DIGIMON: THE MOVIE (PG)

Soul foocL

Continued from page 12
Soon thereafter, our serv
er came to take our order
and service was prompt.
The room had a dim, roman
tic feel and soft jazz music
played as we ate our lunch.
The room itself was lit
with small lights at each
booth and each booth had a
quaint 1.930's look. Large
landscape portraits hung
along each wall. Overall,
Abba offers teenagers a new, fresher alternative for music.

the feeling of great service
was definitely present dur
ing our meal.
Positively Good Soul
Food is an excellent restau
rant to try. The people there
are committed to customer
satisfaction and friendly ser
vice.
The servers at the restau
rant were very helpful to two
first time patrons. They
helped us select what to eat
and were very patient to our
needs. I give it a rating of
three and a half out of five.

DAILY (5:20, 5:25) 7:35 EARLY SHOW FRI-SUN <11:15. 1 1

| THE CONTENDER (R)

I DAILY (4:00) 7:00, 9:45 EARLY SHOW FRI-SUN (11:15. - 15

SCARY MOVIE (R)
DAILY. 9:40

FESTIVAL CINEMAS 4
6436 PACIFIC AVE. STOCKTON 951-216

LITTLE VAMPIRES (PG) -*>
DAILY, (2:10, 4:35) 7:00. 9:25
EARLY SHOW FRI-SUN (11:45)

[LEGEND OF DRUNKEN MASTER (R)

1 DAILY (2:30.5:00) 7:25.9:50 EARLY SHOW FRI-SUN (12 1C :

ILADIES MAN (R) NO PASSES
|DAILY (2:40, 4:50) 7:20. 9:40 EARLY SHOW FRI-SUN <12:50

IWHAT LIES BENEATH (PG13)

DAILY (4:00) 7:00 9:45 EARLY SHOW SAT-SUN (1:00)

l

BRING IT ON (PG13)

' .DAILY (2:20. 4 40) 710. 9:55 EARLY SHOW FRI

S4 50 DAILY BARGAIN MATINEES BEFORE 1
Showtimes good for Friday 11/10 - Thursda .
For on screen advertising information caii i-800-£ '
Visit us at. www signaturetheatres : orr
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Top Ten
Top Ten "Firsts"
accomplished in
four years at

UOP

10. First-time taking a
shower in brown water
9. First-time missing a
class due to the fact
that you have no clue
how you got home the
previous night
8. First-time walking
home in the morning
from someone's room
whose name you can't
remember
7. First-time scheduling
a class you know you're
going to drop
6. First-time you
started studying for a
midterm the DAY OF
the midterm
5. First-time you
realized even professors
can be wrong
sometimes
4. First-time you fall
asleep in mentor
general session

F
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List your event in The Pacifican's calendar FREE Call Khaleda at 946-2II5 and leave details
of your event.

Fall Film Series 2000
November 10-12
"Sanjuro"
November 17-19
"Reservoir Dogs"
December 1-3
"The Trial"
December 8-10
"Yojimbo"
Classifieds

GET THE HELL OUT OF
HERE!
Mexico, the Caribbean, or
Jamaica $250 round trip.

Hawaii $119 one way.
Other worldwide destina
tions cheap. Book tickets
on-line www.airtech.com or
(800) 575-TECH.

Employment Opportunity
Students needed to work
one-on-one. Teaching assis
tance with young children
with autism. Stockton
Tracy Linden areas.
Research based in-home
training program featuring
positive behavioral tech
niques. No experience req'd,
training provided. Must be
energetic and responsible.
10-20 hrs/week. $8-$10 /hr.
Academic credit may be
available. For more info call
Karlie 993-9433 or Marisela

993-9733 at Therapeutic
Pathways (572-2589). 1518
Coffee Rd.
Modesto, Ca 95355.
Artists Needed
Artists to paint mural in the
UC's, this is a paid position.
Contact Bobby MaGee at
547-1184.
Entertainment in the Area

November 10,12,16 & 18
La Cenerentola
DeMarcus Brown Studio
Theatre
Nov. 10 at 8 p.m.
Nov. 12 at 5 p.m.
Nov. 16 &18 at 8 p.m.
November 12

Meet Christopher Paul Curtis
Author of "Bud, Not Buddy"
Sacramento Grand Ball
Room
2 p.m.
Free to the public
November 15
"Dancing on the edge"
"Tongue, smell, color"
UC Davis, Wright Hall
8 p.m.
(530)752-5863
December 15,17 &18
Ballet San Joaquin
Fox Theatre
Dec. 15 at 8 p.m.
Dec. 17 & 18 at 2 p.m.
For tickets call:
(209)464-4369

Kravitz 'Hits' with new CD collection
[U-WIRE]
FAIRFIELD,
Conn. - For 10 years Lenny
Kravitz has been writing and
performing classic rock 'n'
roll. Finally, it has all been
compiled on a new Greatest
Hits collection, with a new
song for people to enjoy.
The new collection pulls to
gether all of his well known
and lesser known hits, rang
ing from classics from his first
CD, "Let Love Rule" ("Mr.
Cab Driver" and the title
track) all the way to his most
recent album, "5" ("American
Woman," "I Belong to You").
This CD has many classic
tracks on it from all of his mu
sic. For classic Kravitz lovers,

go no further than the top 10
hit "It Ain't Over 'Til It's
Over."
Fans of his more recent
work will take enjoyment in
"Fly Away" and "I Belong to
You." For a song with a Beatles-esque feel, try "Believe."
The tracks are diverse, so
there's something for every
one. His retro sound lends an
even more classic feel, yet he
has a way of making them
sound as current as the
changing of clocks back an
hour.
Kravitz's music is quite
varied in theme and feel, and
it's no wonder. Much of it
comes straight out of his life

story, which although may be
fairly short, has been full of
bumps and bruises along the
way.
Success was organic for
Lenny, having a bit more suc
cess with each of his succes
sive albums. But the hard
ships of his life continued to
find a place in his music.
Kravitz's music has always
been quite impressive, and
this disc pulls all of the best
tracks together for a trip
down memory lane.

Drive Thru Espresso
;$AN FELIPE
GRILL
• Whole Rotisserie Chicken

w/Beans, Rice, Salsa & Tortillas

• Famous Fresh Fish Tacos
• World's First Oyster Burrito
• Grilled Garlic Prawns

3. First-time you really
enjoyed a dining-hall
meal

It's soul searching, deep
and emotional, but it's also
the classic work of a talented
musician.
This is a CD that you don't
want to miss. It's full of heart
felt music by an impressive
and accomplished music
artist.
_

From the Ranch to us.
Goarmet Hamburgers.
100% Pacific Coast Ground Fresh Chuck.
The livestock is ted the purest natural feeds,
without the use of hormones or antibiotics.
Experience the taste!

Breast of Chicken Sandwich
Marinated
Carved from the Bone

Rotisserie Chicken
with Fresh Herbs

Barbequed Beef Sandwich
from our Wood Burning Oven

Breast of Turkey Sandwich

* Carnitas (roast pork)

2. First-time you got a
parking ticket for being
in a 30-minute zone for
35 minutes

£x|>etee Ike Taste!
From the Ranch To Us.

Otsr livestotk is fed the pwest natural feeds,
without the use ef hormones or sntibiotks
We use only 100% tmoki oil, net bydfopenoted.
50% lower in sotorated fat then soybean oil,
peanut, or alive el.

1. First-time you real
ized, "Boy, I can't wait
to graduate and get
out of Stockton!"
Compiled by
Brad Franca

PHONE ORDERS

952-6261

Lenny Kravitz's new CD shows he still knows how to please fans.

4601 Pacific Ave.

(one block south of March Lane)

Rotisserie Roasted

BLT
Hand cut Apple Smoked Bacon

Always Fresh From the Sea
Fish-N-Chips
Oysters-N-Cnips
Fish Sandwich

All served with cole slaw.

Steamed! Artichokes
We use only 100% Canola Oil,
NOT hvdrogenated. 50% Lower
in Saturated FAT than Soybean
Oil, Peanut or Olive Oil.

1612 Pacific Ave.
463-6415
ATM. VISA, Discover & MasterCard
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Women's Volleyball

Tigers streak hits twelve
THE PACIFICAN

Jaime Hamm does her part for the Pacific cause with one of 23 weekend kills.

Sideline

Continued from page 20
and carrying signs criticizing
bay area reporters for being
"unfair to LeBaron." As the
crowd grew and passions
surged students Dave Gerber
and Bill Ross decided that more
had to be done.
Gerber and Ross direct the
students to the "End Zone," the
favorite hangout for Pacific stu
dents at the time. There the or
ganizers decided that on Satur
day, the campus would picket
the Oakland and San Francisco
papers and sway the votes so
that "little Eddie" would win.
Rallies continued on Friday.
Southwest Hall shook with the
voices of 200 determined stu
dents and band members, the
old Greek Theater filled to the
briny with boosters. Pacific was
not going to be overlooked this
time.
At 8 a.m. on Saturday morn
ing, 500-plus students, cheer
leaders and band members
filled their shiny new Fords and
Chryslers and caravanned
through the streets of Stockton.
With signs waving and horns
honking the 100-car convoy
snaked through the valley and
over the pass to arrive at the
Oakland Tribune office at noon.
Gerber and his committee
members burst into the office to
speak with sports editor Allan
Ward while the masses cheered,
sang and picketed outside. Then
the crowds moved to the Call
Bulletin offices to petition sports
editor Jack McDonald and hear
the results of the Celeri-LeBaron
contest. "Amazing" Eddie won
with 2000 votes to Celeri's 879
and William Randolph Hearst

addressed the eager crowd.
With two victories behind
them, the procession stormed
the streets of San Francisco to
the Examiner Building. Fivehundred strong the crowd grew
with well-wishers and was
showered with streamers from
the office buildings on Market
and 3rd. The mob crowded the
sidewalks as they marched to
the San Francisco News and
cheered for pro-LeBaron writer
Roger Williams and booed Har
vey Rockwell, a pro-Celeri
writer.
The swarm had one last chal
lenge to overcome, the San
Francisco Chronicle. Cheer
leaders danced and song lead
ers crowed the fight song as
Gerber waited to be let in to see
Bill Leiser, the Chronicle sports
editor who had decided to vote
for Celeri earlier. Gerber con
vinced Mr. Leiser to reverse his
vote and support "pint-sized"
Eddie.
Pacific had won. Their hero
became an All-American.
Eddie LeBaron, had kicked,
passed, tackled and blocked his
way into the hearts of the Or
ange and Black. They thanked
him by charging their way into
the hearts of the Oakland Tri
bune, the Call-Bulletin, the San
Francisco News, the San Fran
cisco Examiner and the San
Francisco Chronicle.
They had succeeded. After an
undefeated season, broken na
tional records and NFL recruit
ment, what finally made the na
tion look at the"Titanic Tigers of
'49" was a scrappy bunch of stu
dents led buy a guy named Ger
ber who refused to let a little
quarterback named Eddie take
second.

BOISE, Idaho — Pacific continues to
roll over conference opponents and
recorded its 12th straight victory Satur
day Nov. 4 in a 3-0 sweep of Boise State
at Bronco Arena in Boise, Idaho.
Pacific improves to 12-1 in Big West
Conference play and 20-3 overall. Boise
State drops to 3-11 in conference action
and 7-16 overall.
The Tigers jumped out early with a
15-0 win in the first game and finished
the Broncos off 15-9, 15-3 in the next
two games.
The Tigers continue to build on their
school record of 36 consecutive games
won, and continue to climb in the rank
ings, coming in at No. 10 (AVCA) this
week. At their current pace, Pacific is a
bona fide contender for a No. 1 seed in
the NCAAs.
The Tigers were led by senior

Danielle Shinn (Arnold, Calif.) who
had 18 kills and nine digs, arid fresh
man Jennifer Joines (Milpitas, Calif.)
who had 17 kills and three digs. Senior
setter Kara Gormsen (Stockton, Calif.)
recorded 35 assists for the Tigers.
The Tigers find themselves securely
in the driver's seat in the Big West with
just three conference games left to go.
Pacific posts a 77-1 all-time record
against remaining BWC opponents
Idaho, UC Irvine, and Fullertbn Statem
and wins against two of them would
assure the Tigers at worst a share of the
Big West title, and regardless'what any
one else does, if the Tigers ruin the table
they will own the title outright.
Pacific fans are encouraged to show
their support Tuesday night as the
Tigers play host to No. 20 Stainford. An
other win over a ranked ^opponent
could very well help to push Pacific
even further up the top 10. 1

Dave Gerber
led the UOP
students of
1949 to rally
outside of
Bay Area
newspcipers in
order to
secure Eddie
LeBaron the
All-Amyrican
title.

MIDWESTERN UNIVERSITY
College of Pharmacy—Glendale
ARIZONA

Our 3-year doctor ol pharmacy (PhaikD.) program
is cost effective and time efficient-fallowing yon
to complete your degree and enter the profession
in the shortest lime possible. Our curriculum pro
vides you with early exposure to dinical experi
ences, and our (acuity are dedicated tp your success.
Our new US-acre campus features state-of-the-art
facilities and a campus environment designed for
. ... ,
' - - true model of the

THE PACIFIC^
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Continued from page 19
Thompson, Candy Maldonado, Bob Brenly, and even
Mike Krukow and Craig Lefferts, but it was a young first
baseman who always stood
out as the best of them all.
There was just something
about Will Clark that made
him the kind of ball player I
wanted to be.
I remember being so young
that the coach still pitched to
us during little league games
when I began to try copying
"the swing."
Being right handed.I could
never do it justice, but a bad
copy of Clark's swing still
beat a good copy of Jose
Canseco's.
These days kids want to be
someone like Griffey, and get
all the face time on SportsCenter. Though it never mat
tered to me that Clark never
won the triple crown, broke
any homerun records, or
drove in 150 runs in a season,
because he was the epitome of
what baseball should be.
No hit was ever insignifi
cant, no play any less impor
tant than any other. To watch
Will Clark play baseball was
to watch a man give of him
self all that he had to that
which he loved.
You never left a game won
dering if he had short-armed
a ground ball, or not hustled
around second as much as he
could have. Instead, you left

with the memory of how that
menacing, expressionless
scowl gave way to the
warmest of smiles once the final out of the game had been
made, or perhaps the chills
you felt as the Thrill unleased
his picture perfect swing on a
Nolan Ryan fastball and sent
someone in the bleachers
home with a souvenir.
It borders on criminal that
in these days of 10-run, homerun derby baseball, Will
Clark's career statistics will
more than likely not write
him a ticket to Cooperstown,
yet what Clark brought to
baseball was more than a .303
average and well over 1000
RBI's, but something you can
never record or measure with
stat sheets and box scores.
Clark was a champion who
unfortunately never got the
ring he so greatly deserved,
but ask the Cardinals who
their clubhouse leader was
with McGwire out of commis
sion down the stretch and
you'll hear about No. 22.
Clark may be a Cardinal
(who'd have imagined one
time Battle of the Bay rivals
Clark and McGwire would
someday be teammates?), and
Candlestick may no longer be
home to baseball, but if I
could have one wish, I would
be sitting behind the Giants'
dugout on a frigid Friday
night to watch the Thrill take
one last at bat in the familiar
San Francisco orange and
black.
AT

Pacific Athletic Schedule
Friday ij/10/00
Women's Basketball vs.
NWBLTeam
Spanos Center,5 p.m.
Friday 11/10/00
Men's Basketball vs.
Basketball Travelers
Spanos Center, 7:30 p.m.
Saturday 11 /11 / 00

Swimming vs. UC Davis
Kjeldsen Pool, 10 a.m.

Saturday 11 /11 / 0®
Women's Volleyball vs
Idaho

Saturday 11/11/00
Men's Water Polo vs.
Pepperdine
Kjeldsen Pool, 12 p.m.

Span® Center, 7 p.m.
Sunday 11/12/00
Water Polo vs. Long Bea
'
State
Kjeldsen Pool, 12 p.m

STOCKTON
San Joaquin Delta College
Warren Atherton Aud.

Sunday . November 12 . 7:00
FREE LIFT TICKET plus $25 OFF PURCHASE! Everyone attending

Water Polo

RIDE will receive a certificate valid for two incentives when a purchase
of $100 or more is made at Sundance Sports:*
1. One FREE lift ticket to Heavenly Ski Resort! (Lift ticket
valid opening date of the 2000-2001 ski season through
\|
Jan. 31, 2001. Excluding Dec. 16, 2000 through Jan. 1
1, 1 2001.)
2. $25 OFF the purchase at Sundance Sports!

Senior goalie, Ryan Brown helped Pacific to a 13-5 win.
Ninth-ra nked Pacific improved to 9-12 overall with a
13-5 win at UC Davis (9-16)
on Saturday, Nov. 4.
Sophomore Eddie Wisniewski (Fresno, Calif.)
scored Pacific's first three
goals as tire tigers took a 5-2
lead after one period.
Wisniewski leads Pacific
with 30 goals on the season,
After playing even in the sec-

ond period, the Tigers held a
7-4 halftime lead.
Pacific outscored the Ag
gies 6-1 in the second half to
pull away,
Wisnievvski led the Tigers
with four goals, while Sergey
Bushuev added three,
Pacific is next in action on
Saturday, November 11
against Pepperdine, with a
12:00pm first sprint.

Tickets available at TicketMaster, Sundance Sports
and theatre box office (2093 954-5110.
For discounts on groups of 10 or more call
(800) 523-7117. Each group order will receive
the "Making of RIDE" video.

SUNDANCE SPORTS

warrerkmiller.com
*Some restrictions apply. See warrenmiller.com or call 18001 523-7117 for details.
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Swimming

Golf
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Kristy Mathews was victorious in the 500 free, 100 fly and 400IM at the Big West tourney.

Pacific shines at BW shoot-out
THE PACIFICAN
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Editorial

Baseball icon retires
IOSH MONTERO
Senior Staff Writer

As the country sleepily
awoke to what seemed to be
a typical, brisk November
morning, few people if any
knew that by day's end, the
game of baseball would say
farewell to one of its greatest
sons.
The man from N'Awlins
with the most famous game
face in all the sporting world,
an impossible to pronounce
middle name, and a smile that
cut through even the coldest
of nights at the 'Stick, would
play baseball no more.
For the last fifteen seasons,

since homering in his first Big
League at bat, William
Nuschler Clark has been as
much a part of Major League
Baseball as Louisville Slugger.
Guys like Barry Bonds and
Greg Maddux may own the
last decade statistically, but
Clark has been the embodi
ment of all that baseball is
meant to be.
Ferocious determination,
an undying will to win, and
heart of a leader that any team
would be more than lucky to
have.
My first introduction to
sports was baseball, Giants
baseball. There was Robby
See Clark, page 18

IRVINE, Calif. — The Pacif
ic women's squad came
through when it counted,
winning four of the final five
events to cement a sweep of
the dual matches at the Big
West Shootout on Saturday,
Nov. 4 and a 6-0 record in dual
meets for the two-day compe
tition.
Following a victory in the
200 Medley Relay, freshman
Robin Errecart and Sarah
Marshall got the Tigers out in
front early with victories in
the 200 Free and the 100 Back.
But the Tigers would go
through a slump of sorts in
the next nine events manag
ing only three second place
finishes and letting their com
petition back in the meet.
With the dual meets against
BYU and Washington on the
line, Errecart, Shannon Catalano and Kristy Mathews

brought the
Tigers back
with victo
ries in the
500 Free, 100
Fly, and the
4001.M.
Back in
control the
Tigers, who
brought
/essica Ashizawa aided UUP at the meet.
home seven of the 17 events
The promise of the first day
on the day, sealed the deal of competition faded fast as
with a win in the 200 Free Re the Tigers dropped all three
lay for a 79-43 win over Wash dual meets on day two of the
ington, a 81-57 win over BYU, Big West Shootout.
and cruised to a 85-37 victory
Juniors Matt Smart and Pe
over UC Santa Barbara in the ter Florczyk each posted sec
second day of competition at ond place finishes in two
the Big West Shootout.
events to lead the Tigers, but it
In the first day of action on wasn't as Pacific dropped
Friday, the women's squad dual meets to UC Santa Bar
took home eight of eleven bara (76-46), BYU (98-40), and
events en route to victories Washington (87-38).
over Cal Poly (62-33), UC San
The three losses dropped
ta Barbara (59-36) and UC the Tigers to 2-4 in dual com
Irvine (82-13).
petition for the two-day com
Men's Swimming
petition.

Campus Recreation
In the 3 on 3 basketball tournament, the PT Bailers finished 4-0 and beat Team Viagra
17-12 in the finals to win the A league tournament. Team Kappa Psi went 4-0 as well and
won the B league title with a close 17-14 victory in the finals.
A Tiger Bowl will be held on Zuckerman field. UOP will host a regional flag football tour
nament. Teams from San Jose St., Cal State, Sacramento and Cal St. Fullerton will also be
participating.
In Outdoor Recreation news, the Nov. 17 camping trip originally scheduled for Yosemite
will be moved to the Monterey coast due to the harsh weather in the Sierras.
The Spring outdoor recreation trips and events are as follows, kayaking in Santa Cruz
in February, hangliding in San Francisco and Iron Man Triathalon in March, river rafting
and skydiving in April.
Campus Recreation is co-sponsoring a Women's Self Defense Class with the Eberhart
School of Business Student Association on Sunday November 12, l-4pm in the Tiger Lounge
at Grace Covell. Registration is $5, come to the Baun Fitness Center to register. Class is
limited to 30 women. The class will be taught by Terry McBride, 3rd degree black belt in Kajukenbo (combination of arts used specifically in street defense). Come take part in this dy
namic class and receive one-on-one instruction.
Contact Jennifer Sexton at the Fitness Center (946-7307).
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Pacific season ends with a 3-14 record
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EMILY DAVIDSON

Sports Editor
e_davidson@uop.edu

Eddie Would Go
"A little school that 'wasn't ca
pable of producing an All-Ameri
can'crowded foreign news and elec
tion returns off the front pages of
San Francisco's newspapers when
some five hundred College of the
Pacific students invaded the bay ar
eas in an all-out effort to publicize
the COP football team and its AilAmerican
candidate
Eddie
LeBaron." Phil Guthrie

On November 4, 1949, the
Tigers decided that second was
n't good enough.
It was bad enough that the
football team had been over
looked when they produced an
undefeated season, overlooked
for breaking a national college
football record with 575 points
in a season, overlooked by the
bowl game selection commit
tees. The football team faced the
neglect with a motto: "Unde
feated, United and Uninvited."
But when the Orange and Black
heard that their hero Eddie
LeBaron was not going to be
named an Ail-American, they
decided they were tired of being
overlooked.
On a crisp Thursday night,
the news reached campus: Ed
die LeBaron was going to be
bumped by Cal's Bob Celeri. Cal
had the season Pacific felt they
deserved. The Bears had re
ceived national attention for
their 10-1-0 record and had been
selected to play in the Rose
Bowl. Something had to be
done.
A rally was organized for
Thursday night in Fraternity
Circle. Pacificstudents came out
in droves wearing their orange
and black letterman's jackets

See Sideline, page 17

The time has come to say
goodbye to the women's field
hockey season of the first mil
lennium. The celebrations
will most likely be limited
and somewhat bittersweet
due to the outcome of the ma
jority of games.
Pacific ended their season
last weekend at the NorPac
Tournament in St. Louis, MO.
The team pulled together and
won their first game against
St. Louis in double overtime
and double sudden death
strokes.
The second match was
against Davidson and was
lost 3-1. Though the weekend
was a nice time to get away
and enjoy the 80 degrees and
sunshine, it was also a time to
think about field hockey at a
different degree than before.
It is an ending of a season
that consisted of mixed emo
tions almost every day as the
team would gather for prac
tices, team meetings and most
importantly, games.
Though the 23 young
women spent hours and
hours playing, thinking and
dreaming hockey, they failed
to reach the team success they
hoped for.
The Pacific women trav
eled from Rhode Island to St.
Louis and back to the west
coast where they fought
lengthy, heart wrenching
games at Stanford's field

Sophomore Nicolette Wiegand has had 23 shots on goal in the Tiger's 2000 season.
against top teams like Boston
College, Penn State and Stan
ford. .
There is something about
being associated with a team
that makes life sweeter. These
women found happiness by
way of playing for the love of
the sport and their teammates
who share the laughter, the
tears and everything in be
tween.
The word selfish is not a
part of the players' vocabu
lary as their main concern is
to play to their ability while
working together with the
team.
Within the fall season, the
most unselfish and rather fan
tastic players are the ones

who are not only seen on the
field day in and day out. At
the same level of importance,
the girls that donft receive an
extreme amount of playing
time still practice and try their
hardest with the same energy,
intensity and dedication as
the starters.
Junior goalkeeper, Lisa
Beach did an incredible job
this season. The amount of
pressure that is placed upon
a keeper is incredibly intense
and only those who have
played goalkeeper can have
any inkling of the work need
ed to become the best. Beach
has obviously conquered and
obtained that status for being
the best.

Basketball Season
Preview
SeeCenterfold

For the remainder of the|
team, there is something
say about everybody. The!
most important idea to re I
member is how each playerl
pushed harder and harder!
every week to become the
best athlete they could. Fc
the games that were lost, arl
important lesson was gainec I
Each lesson varies amon;
hockey players but to under!
stand how to gain knowledge
and strength from a negative
experience is a part of life|
The 23 field hockey pla)
have the potential to succee. l
in every aspect of life becau
they know what it's like
win, to lose and how to
the game.

